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I. INfRODUGTlOH. 
Within the last fern years a great deal of work has been 
done on various types of elastic plate and shell problems. 
Howeirer, practically all of this study has been concerned with 
plates of uniform thickness and plane central or elastic sur­
face. In a few cases circular plates of variable thickness 
have been considered, and some attention has been focused on 
shells ¥trhos© surfaces are sections of co-axial cylinders. In 
view of the modern paving slab with its curved cross-section 
and thickened edges (note sketch), it 
seems worth while to devote sorae study 
to rectangular plates of variable 
Pi/T, 1, thickness and curved elastic surface. 
fhis paper is presented as a beginning in the mathematical 
or theoretical analysis of the statics of such slabs. The re­
sults obtained here Indicate approximation methods and further 
developments ¥jhlch may lead to very useful resiilts. The problem 
is complicated by the fact that, in a theoretical investigation, 
the elastic type of support given a paving slab by the earth 
upon which it rests is a source of difficulty. Even in flat 
slabs the treatanent of this type of support has offered a ser­
ious obstacle. Hence, this paper is limited to a discussion of 
slabs with edges either simply supported or clamped. The treat-
sent seems to divide Itself into four distinct parts which are 
outlined briefly in the following paragraphs. 
Chapter two deals mdth general shell theory. In it the de­
velopment of the differential equation of deflection in terms 
of the slah thickness and curvature at any point is carried 
out. This differential equation is a partial differential 
equation of the fourth order, and has coefficients which are ex­
pressed in terms of the thickness and original ciirvature of the 
slab. Since only slabs of cylindrical elastic surface are to 
be considered, this curvature causes no difficulty in so far as 
obtaining the solution is concerned. However, the type of func­
tion which expresses the variation in thickness does influence 
the ease of obtaining the solution. 
Hence, th© third chapter deals v»l,th the finding of a 
thickness function which will fit the type of slab desired and 
still leave a differential equation which can be solved with a 
reasonable degree of ease. An exponential thickness expression 
is found to be one which gives constant coefficients and pro­
duces a slab of approximately the required shape. 
In the next two chapters the general theory, subject to 
the just mentioned thickness fimction, is applied to several 
special eases. B'irst is considered an infinite slab with a 
load-diatribation which depends upon the lateral but not upon 
the longitudinal coBrdinate, The elastic surface of the slab 
is thought of as a section of an infinitely long cylinder. 
The deflections, moments, and shears of such a slab, subjected 
to a uniform load and having simple and clamped-edge supports, 
are worked out• These are compared with the deflections, 
moments, and shears in a beam of unit width and longitudinal-
section similar to the cross-section of the plat©. 
The large radius of curvature of the simply supported 
plat© seems to have such little effect upon the moments, shears, 
etc., that in the more complicated remainder of the paper this 
is left out of consideration completely, the elastic surface be­
ing considered plane. 1?hia last part deals with the effect of 
point, line, and rectangular loads upon the deflection of a 
simply supported rectangular plate of finite dimensions and 
with a variable cross-section defined by the thickness function 
developed In the first chapter. The deflection is obtained 
first by a method which H. Schmidt has applied to the uniform 
plate, Ihen this same result is obtained by another method sim-
liar to one used by A. ladai in his treatment of uniform 
plates. By making the thickness function constant in these 
solutions and comparing their degenerate form with the form of 
solutions of unlfora plates, the results of these two processes 
are shown to be consistent with the known solutions for uniform 
plates. 
Schmidt, H, Biegung der frel aufliegender Rechteckplatte mit 
statiseher, rechteckig berandeter Lastverteilung. 2s. f, 
Phys., ^ t4SS-432. 1931. 
ladai, A. Hastische Flatten, Julius Springer, Berlin, 1925, 
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II. I>E¥ELOPMKiT OP TUB DS^ LECTION THEORY. 
1. Definitions and Liriitatlon of Plate Theory. 
In this paper a rectangular slab with an initially cylin-
drieal middle surface of constant radius R is assumed. The 
origin is tals:en at on© edge of the elastic stirface of the slab, 
as is shown in figure 2, !]Qie X-axis is parallel to the axis 
of the cylinder, and the X-axis is an arc in the cylindrical 
surface and in a plane perpendicular to the X-axis. The third 
or deflection coordinate z is measured along a radial line 
toward t^ © axis of the cylinder. 
Thus the slab is bounded by the 
three sets of siirfaces: x = 0 
and X =s a, y = 0 and y » L, 
ar).d an upper and lower surface 
defined by a single-valued, con­
tinuous tliiclmess function 
t =3 t( x,y). This function is so 
formed that at any point (x,y) 
ttie radial distance from the 
elastic surface to the upper sur­
face ia the' same as the radial 
distance from the elastic surface 
to the lower surface. In addition, the thickness varies so 
slowly from point to point that planes tangent to the upper and 
lower surfaces at the opposite ends of a radial line throxigh the 
plate are nearly parallel. The radius R is very large in 
comparison with th© plate thickness. 
The davelopaent of the deflection expression depends upon 
an hypothesis, similar to the Bernoulli and Navier hypothesis 
for beams , ifeich assumes that the thickness of the plate is 
small in compariaon with its other dimensions and further that 
the deflection of the plate is sjnall in comparison with its 
thickness, This being accepted, it may be said further; 
a. A 3?adial line iSrawn through the slab before bending 
remains straight and perpendicular to the deflected 
elastic surface after bending. 
b. There is no appreciable stretching of the middle sur­
face. Practically all the energy imparted to the slab 
by the external forces is exhausted in bending, 
2« Hotation. 
The symbolism adopted In this study is similar to that em-
ployed by A. Nadai and H, M. Westergaard. {Refer to figure SX 
Px is a normal stress in the direction of x acting up­
on a imit of section normal to the X-axis. 
''^ Qeckeler, J. W. llastostatik. Handbuch der Physik, 
6:211-215. Julius Springer, Berlin. 1928. 
^^ a^dai, A. Elastische Flatten. Julius Springsr,. Berlin. 
1926, 
'Westergaard, 11. M. Computation of stresses In bridge slabs 
due to wheel loads. Pub, Roads, lit2. 1930. 
8 -
Pg la a normal stress in the direction of y acting up­
on a unit of section normal to the Y-axis. 
Pig is a tangential shearing stress in the direction of y 
acting upon a unit of section normal to the X-axis. 
Psi is a horizontal shearing stress in the direction of x 
acting upon a unit of section noraal to the Y-axis. 
Qa. is the radial shear in the direction of z acting upon 
a tmit of section normal to the X-axis, It is con­
sidered positive when acting upward upon the edge of 
increasing value of x. 
Qb is the radial shear in the direction of z acting up­
on a unit of section normal to the X-axis. It is con­
sidered positive when acting upward upon the edge of 
increasing •values of y. 
Ml is the bending moment on a unit of section normal to 
the X-axis» It is considered positive when it pro­
duces compression in the upper surface. 
Ma is the bending moment on a unit of section normal to 
the Y-axis. It is considered positive when it pro­
duces compression in the upper stirface. 
Mis torsional moments, and are indicated in 
figure 3. Since the shearing stresses which determine 
these moments act upon nearly orthogonal planes, these 
stresses, as well as their corresponding torsional mo­
ments, are considered equal. A twisting moment is 
considered positive if it tends to produce a compres-
- 9 -
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sion In the upper surface in a diagonal direction of 
increasing x and y. 
(Tx is the normal horizontal unit stress in the direction 
of X. It is positive when a tension . 
(J^  is the normal tangential unit stress in the direction 
of J, It is positive when a tension. 
Txse find I'^ x unit shearing stresses. The first sub­
script corresponds to the normal to the surface ele­
ment in which they lie (1 to x, 2 to y). The second 
subscript ^ ows the axis to which they are parallel, 
®iey are considered positive when they tend to pro­
duce elongation in the diagonal direction of increas­
ing X and J, 
€x and are unit elongations in the directions of x 
and y respectively. 
Yxm shearing strains corresponding 
to Z X8 and Tax respectively. 
S is Young' s Modulus. 
|i is Poisson's ratio. 
t - t(x,y) is the single-valued, continuous function 
which defines the slab thickness at any point. 
h=-5$1_ 
UTT s S«JE 
S 
ISCl-M-'^ ) dy 
- 11 -
K = 21«/H. k = N"/N. 
Wa. a is a unit function which shows the load on 
the upper surface of the slab. 
Wg = WaCxsj) is a unit function -Bfaich shows the load on 
the lower surface of the slab. 
e S 4 4 4 
 ^sa —— 4- + 2  ^ ^  •  
B @ 4 0 8 4 
5x §y Sx 5x 6y 5y 
3. Moment and Equilihrium Equations. 
Figure 3 is & differential element of dimensions t, dx, 
dy taken from the slab sketched in figure 2, It shov/s the 
stresses and moments acting upon such an element, A resolution 
of these forces and. Moments parallel to the three coordinate 
axes leads to six equations. In accordance with the large mag­
nitude of R, these can be written in a very simple form; 
||a. -f. r:: 0, 
1^  +  ^=r O, (2.1) 
5% . mx  ^ w 
"" "S " "X • 
- 12 " 
8Ms . 5M3.J3 ^  
1^  -r - Via , 
Px^  - Psx - *axA 
(2 .2)  
If Psx, Pxis. an-d Mgi are almost equally significant in 
producing the shearing stresses, since R is large, the term 
Msx/fe. maj neglected. If the central shears are significant 
at all, the last equation may be replaced toy 
Pxs Psi • 
It has already been assuBied that M^ s = Ma^  , 
The sum of the partial derivative of the first equation 
of (2.2) witli respect to x ai3d of the second with respect to 
y, when taken in conjunction ?irith the third equation of (2.1), 
leads to 
+ g + 8_& =,®&4.Ba = Za + w^.Wi, (s.s) 
Sx5y 6y 5x §y R 
4. Pnit Streases and Strains. 
At the middle surface of the slab the three unit stresses 
are 
cTx ™ •"Px/t, Os = -Ps/t* TTxa — -Pxs/t • (2,4) 
The slab action outlined in hypothesis a of section one indi­
- IS -
cates a linear distrib\ition of stress in a radial direction. In 
consideration of this, the unit stresses at the surfaces are 
01 « -Pi/t + (r» = -Pa/t + 
(2.5) 
Ijxs ~ "Pia/t -i' 6Mxa/t . 
From the theory of elasticity 
® (C^  " Sj3 = (C7g — p.t'x)/E, 
(2.6)  
Via ~ 2(1 * ii)7/xz/^t 
(Tx ~ E(ex + ties)/(l - p.^ ), CTs == E(es + iAei)/(l -
(2.7) 
Tis = E ria/(2 + 2{x). 
5. Cury&ture of the Middle Sttrface. 
In order to find the relation between the moments and the 
deflection of the elastic middle surface, it is necessary to 
note the relation of the moments to the change in curvature. 
As the initial curvature in the x direction is zero, the final 
expression for the ctirvattire is given in sufficiently accurate 
form by the negative of the second partial derivative of 2 with 
Prescott, John. Applied elasticity, p, 28. Longmans, Green 
and Co, London. 1924, 
- 14 -
respect to x. fhis change in curvature is connected with 
Ml and in the following manner: 
» 0 
It 
In the J direction, the initial curvature is (-1/R). 
The final curvature may be resolved into two parts: the first, 
caused "by the displac^ent of each element by the same amount 
in the radial direction; th© second, by a displacement with 
one point fixed, {Se© figure 4). Jli'spUc 
The first curvature is 
1 , 1 - 1 - 61 + R 6R -z 
— + • S! — —^  ~ • 
H R 5R R® + R6R R R 
The second part is represented by 
m 
5 z 
6y 
9 B 
Second Jlisphc. 
\ / 
\ / 
\ / 
\ / 
V 
Pifi. 4. 
so that the total ciirvature in that direction is 
5 z _ 
& s * 
dy R 
Hence, one gets another curvature-'moment e<iuation 
£_ + 1-5 = _ 
as s * 
R 5y Et 
- 15 -
!rhe effect of the twisting mcment is expressed "by the follow­
ing; 
5 2 _ 12(1 + 
• 
s 
5x5y Et 
6» goiaents in Terms of the 
DefleGtion of the Middle Surfaee. 
The thi'ee equations of the last paragraph may be com­
bined and rewritten to give an equation connecting each moment 
and the deflection of the elastic siarface; e . g . .  
Ma. = - H + jjL i-S + 
a @8 
62c 5y R 
s s 
Mg - H 1-S + ,JL .§-1 + 1- (2,8) 
iS 'S s 
5y 6x R 
Mxs = - 1 1 - n 6^ z 
'^ estergaard, H, M, Computation of stresses in bridge slabs 
due to wheel loads. Pub, Roads, 11:4. 1930. 
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7, The Deflection Equation. 
When these vallies (2,8) for the momenta are aubatituted 
in equation (2,3), a new differential eqiiation results: 
4(H42) - (1 - ^ ) ( »!S is . g 8J_ 6!2_ + 8J S% 
SB e s 
5x 6j 5x5y 5x6y oy 6x 
/ ^ 
« N 
+ ^  
V „ / M 52 ^  6N 62^  ^4-2! ^4- |i 
\ Qj 5x 
B 
5y 5y 5x 5x 7 
+ H { 4. fx 
6x 
== W3. - Ws - . 
R 
(2.9) 
If R —->-o3 J, this equation simplifies to 
A(NA2) - (1 - |i) 
/ 8 8 & 8 S £ 
iLl d^ H  5  z ^  6  H  e  N 
2 s as 
= W, - Ws 
y 6x 6y 6x6y 5x6y 6y 6x y 
and the latter equation corresponds to one riven for this case 
•SE* by K. Hoheneraser . 
If t is a function of y alone, equation (2.9) becomes 
A(Az) -f IL- 6^  + i« i-Z + 
S S St iS 
R 6x R 5y 
/ ® 
K ®  ^ 5 2 ) 1 5z 
+ k 
/ s s 
Q E , & z , z 
4. 4. —. 
y 5y &x 5y R 6y 
f \ ' (S.IO) 
By 5x R 
1 
N 
Wi - Wjg - =s 0. 
\ R 
•"Hohenemser, K, Die Method en aux- angen'dherten Lttsung von Eigen-
wertenproblemen in der Elastokinetik. p. 86. Julius Spring 
er, Berlin. 1952. 
- 17 -
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This equation checks ¥/ith one developed by H, M, Westergaard 
in his study of the Stevenson Creek Dam. 
If t is a funetion of y alone and if R —— , as in 
the case of a plat© with a plane central surface, equation (2.9) 
becomes 
h(tz) + K ilMl + k / ^ j - if Wa. - Ws \=: 0. (2.11) 
5y \ 5y^  J H 
If t is a function of y alone and the load la also a 
function of y alone, equation (2«9) takes a much simpler forms 
(2.12) 
3^3 fS) 
 ^ -i- + K(z:^   ^ + 2»/R ) + k(z*' + z/R ) 
-di - Wg - Pjg/E)/! = 0, 
where 
Z" =«!£, z. =35 
4 0 S 
dy dy dy dy 
This paper will be concerned with the last two cases as 
expressed by equations (2.11) and (2,12). 
•K-Westergaard, H, M. Theoretical analysis of the structural 
action of the stevenson creek arch dam. Am. So, Civil Eng. 
Proceedings, 54;242. 1928. 
— X8 -• 
III. DEVELOPMEMT OF A THICKNESS PUNGTIOI 
WHICH SIMPLIFIES THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION. 
As was Indicated In tdie introduction, the type of shell 
f/hicli instigated this 3?esearch was one of the general shape of 
the present paving slab. An approximation for such a slab is 
found in a shell whose central surface is a cylinder of large 
radius (neighborhood of 100 units) and whose thickness varies 
in the J direction from tx at tiie edge y » 0 to t^  at 
the edge y ~ L, The thickness in the x direction is inde­
pendent of that co?5rdinate. (The two edge thicknesses ti and 
tg are considered to be in the neighborhood of 1/2 and 5/4 
units respectively; and L is thou^ t of as being in the neigh­
borhood of 10 units.) 
It is next necessary to 
find a thickness function which 
will satisfy these conditions 
and still provide a deflection 
equation which can be solved 
with a reasonable degree of 
ease. Choosing this fimction 
Fig. 5. 
from the standpoint of the sym­
metry and simplicity of its form usually leads to a fourth or­
der partial deflection equation with variable coefficients. 
The difficulty of solving such an equation suggests that one 
try to find a function which will give constant coefficients in 
equation (2,10) and still provide a slab with a cross-section 
- 19 
of the general nature indicated in figure 5. 
The two major coefficients of (2.10) are K and k, 
where 
K a =: etVfc# k « N"/N = + 3t»/t. (3.1) 
k thickness function, satisfying the necessary differentiabil­
ity conditions, of the form 
t(y) = tx/gx(y), (3.2) 
where 
ga. ~ c ~ (log ta/ti )/t>0, (3.3) 
will make both K and k constant, giving them the follov/ing 
values; 
a 
K = 6c, k = 9c , (3.4) 
In addition, the constant c has been determined so that t 
becomes ti when y = 0 and tg when y = L. The shape of 
the curve is quit© satisfactory for the technical demands of a 
paving slab, as figure 6 shows. The equations of the upper and 
lower surfaces then become 
• z ^  txPgiyB and z = + tifej/s. (3.5) 
20 -
The three equations ( 2.10), ( 2,11), and (2.12) can now be 
rewritten as 
+ 
\ / s s 1 j Q z ^  8 z 
si a s , 
R \ 5y 5x / 
+ 6c 5(Az) 1 5z 
5y R® 6y 
(3.6) 
+ 9o"f »!£ + p i 
» & S 
6y 5x R 
1 /Wi - Wg . ^1= 0, 
4(Az) + 6c -f 9c®( ^  + u. — ] - i (wa. - Ws j - 0, (3.7) 
ay dy Sx St 
^  4-6C  —+  9c  
dy cy V 
2»1 + S— ) s 2 
a 
E 
(4) 
^ >z"/R + 6c ( z*'+ z/R ) 
{3,8) 
4- 9e (z»' 4- z/R ) = (Wi - Wg - Pb/R)/^ , 
where the stiffness function K ia expressed by 
H - Eita. gj. (3.9) 
Solutions subject to the ordinary types of boundary conditions 
may now be attempted for equations (3,6), 3.7), and (3.8). 
Long. Scale . 
cScate r'£t 
- 22 -
I¥. STUDY OF THE INFINITE CUR¥KD §LAB WITH 
LOAD INBEPENDIiaJT OP THE LENGTH COORDINATE. 
1, General 
Conalder a slab defined "by the thickness fiinction (3.2) 
of the last chapter and the limits J=0, y«L, x ~ - oo ^ 
X "CO . If the slab is loaded an such a way that the load 
fimction depends upon j but not upon x and if Wg - 0, 
the deflection equation takes a modified form of (2.12); e.g.. 
I s d d  ^® 
—> 6c —• + 9c 
dy dy 
I n 
d z 
/ 
S 8 
dy R / 
1 
H 
I 
Wx- (4.1) 
H / 
Accompanied by the required boundary conditions, this equation 
would b© sufficient to provide solutions for various types of 
loading. However, a consideration of the derivation of this 
equation leads to a simple method of performing two of the 
four integrations necessary to solve it. 
if tlie load depends upon y alone, all derivatives with 
respect to x disappear; and thus the equilibrium equations 
(2.1) are 
dP Si. 0, C 333. Const. = 0), 
ss - ^  R j , (4.2) 
= R ^  + W^ R ). 
- 23 -
The last two equations are simultaneous differential equations 
on Pg anc3, Q,g, and are satisfied if 
Pg ss W3.R - % eos y/fe + ttg sin j/B. , (4.3) 
Qg - - (% sin j/B. + aa cos y/k) , (4.4) 
where % and a® are arbitrary constants. Of the moment 
equations (2.2) only one survives; i.e., 
~ Qg or Mg - dy - = R(ai cos y/R 
(4.5) 
- Sg sin y/R - c^ /fe). 
When this equation is combined with the definition of Mg 
from (2.8) and the value of Qg from (4.4), the result is a 
second order differential equation in 2. 
Ext (2" + %/R ) " COS j/B. + CaR sin y/^  + Cx. (4.6) 
The last equation can b© used in place of (4.1). For the giv­
en thickness function, the solution of (4.6) has the form 
z{j) « (a® + ax sin j/R + cos yA)/gx 3^ sin y/R 
(4.7) 
+ ^4 cos y/R, 
where 
Ox = 3cEx'fcx(2ax - 3cRas)yn , Og ^  ScExtx(2as + ScRax)/^  , 
s s s a (4.8) 
Ci = litx(9c R + 1)/R . 
- 24: -
In terms of these ne?# constants, the moments and stresses may 
be expressed as followss 
z *  «  C l / g i ~  as/R) sin j/R + <ax/R - Scaa) cos J/R 
(4.9) 
- 3cag7 (l/^ ){a0 cos j/R • a^  sin j/R). 
2"= (l/gil/P'c mx 6cas/^  - aj./S'} sin y/R + {9c a^  - 6cai/R 
B Z SS 
- aa/R ) cos J/R  + 9c (L/ R  )(a3 sin J/ R  + a4 cos y/R). 
(4.10) 
M®(y) = -1(2" + z/R ) = -Eiti/TSc ax + 6cag/R) sin y/R 
iS s s 
+ {9e as - ScaiA) cos j/R + ae(l + 9e R )/Rj* 
s s 
QsCj) = -(ScExti/jR )^ 2ax - ScRag) sin y/R 
(4.12) 
4- (Sag + ScRax) cos y/R7* 
PsCy) ^  (3cExtx/fe )/T3cRas - 2ax) cos y/R 
(4.15) 
+ (ScRax "*• 2&z) sin j/^• 
2. Uniformly Loaded. Simply Supported Slab. 
In the case of the •uniformly loaded, simply supported 
slab, the Ixmndary conditions are 
2(0) = ziD = l8(0) = Ms(L) = 0. (4.14) 
- 25 -
Ihen applied to (4.*7) and (4,11), these boundepy conditions 
lead to four equations in terms of th© five parameters a^ , 
s-s* aa» a®. The fifth condition necessary for the de-
terminatiGn of these constants can be found by noting the fact 
that 
Ps{0) = Pg(L) = 0. (4.15) 
The two conditions of (4,15) will be satisfied if 
s . ® 
PsCO) = WiR + (3cEiti/R )(5cH&g ~ 2ax) == 0, 
Ps(Ii} =s Wa,R -f- (5cEitJ/l?^ )/rScRag - 2&x) cos L/R 
+ (ScRex Sajg) sin L/^  = 0, 
The values of a^ , and a» which satisfy these two equations are 
a %R^<g/CScR) - tan L/(2R)) 
E3.ti(9c"'R" + 4) 
(4.16) 
„ -WxR^r^/tSeRi/ tan L/(2R) + 1) 
0 B @ 
Biti(9c R + 4) 
Sine© a-i smd are now fixed, so also are and 
fixed, 
053^  = WiR, « -WiR tan L/(2R). (4.17) 
It would seem that there are four conditions to be imposed up­
on the three remaining constants a@, a^, aaid aoj but the 
two moment equations of (4.14) are not independent and can be 
shown to be equivalent through the values of the a's given by 
26 -
(4,17). Tims the problea finally degenerates to the solution 
of the following three simultaneous equations: 
fi-S ~ ""Q-Sf 
a© sin I»/R + a^ g cos L/R = -ai sin L/R 
- a® cos L/R, (4.18) 
B IS 
asCl/R Qe ) » 6eai/fe - 9c = 5c(2a3,/R - 5caa) 
3 
Rctx/(Ei ti), 
where 
g = e ScI, 
Equations(4»18) are satisfied by 
1^5 
WnR 
^ S 8 
BxtiOc R + 1) 
a® 0 ^ s ~ 
ti(9c R + 4) sin L/R 
L / 2 ^ L 
cos I tan 
R \3cR 2R 
9c f? + 1 
 ^  ^tan ~ -I' 
.ScR 
WxR 
\3oH 
^  tan^  
2R 9c R + 1 
3 
(4,19) 
2E 9eV + 1 
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Mien the equations {4,16} &ii6. (4.19) are aubstlfuted in (4,7), 
the explicit form of the deflection function is 
z(j) W3.R 
Eiti(9©^ R^  + 4) 
1 
8^x 
9c E + 4 ./ 2 
9c R  ^1 \5cR 
tan sin ^  ~|~§— tan ~ + 1 \ cos ^  
21 \3cR 21 
(4.20) 
L 
cos — 
2  ^ L ten — 
E \3eR 
9c 1 +1 
sin 
2R 
X + 
@ z 
9e R + 1 
2 . L 
—- t^ an •— 
1 / 2 
g \3cR 
tan — 
2R 
3cR 2R 9c R +1 
cos 
R. 
Tlie stresses, shears, and rooments (4,13), (4.12), and (4.11) 
are, respectively, 
tiPg - Pi « liWxR ^ 1 - cos y/R - /tan L/(2Rj7/sin j/^ j, (4.21) 
Qa ® %R l^ tan 1^ /(21^ 7 /cos 7/^  - sin y/R J , (4. 22) 
pMg « Mj. ttWiR® [/tan L/(2Rj7 Zsin y/# + cos y/R - ij. (4.23) 
2(y) contains the thickness through t and e, where c 
depends only upon the end thicknesses. It might be well to 
state here that, unless Indicated, c>- 0, The case c = 0 
which corresponds to the case of a slab with uniform thickness 
requires a special treatment and will be taken up later. Equa­
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tions (4.21), {4*22), and (4.23) do not contain the thickness, 
but the unit stresses tifhich are related to them show tiie ef­
fects of the thickness variation in a decided, form. 
The raaxirouffi ¥alue of occtirs at j ~ L/2, just as 
would be the case in a flat plate of uniform thickness, and 
is given by the follo?d.ng' expression: 
Ms (L/2) s Wa.R®/sec L/im) - 2^, 
If the second term be expanded and only the first two terms 
« , 
of the ex:pansion be retained, the resultant value is W^ L /8, 
th© bending moment for a uniformly loaded, straight beam which 
is simply .supported, 
Qg, the shear, is sero at the middle and has the follow­
ing values at the ends: 
QsCO) « WiR tan I,/C2E), Qa{L) = -WjR tan L/(gR). 
Again, if the trigonometric value be expanded and all terms 
which, when multiplied by W^ R give resultant terras of order 
 ^~ 1 in R, b© neglected, the result WiL/2 is the same as 
for a besBi, Of course this procedure means merely that the 
curvature of the slab is neglected, and should lead to such 
a result, as the flerur© of tiie slab is independent of x. 
P® is- a maxiEHim at the middle of the slab where it is 
given by 
Pg(L/2) « WiR^  - sec L/{2Ejr7, 
29 
The wait stresses and strains become 
= -tJ.(Ps/t - 6Ms/t'^ ) =(-liR{i/tXl ^  6R/t)/I 
- cos f/R - (tan L/2P) (sin , 
s ~ s "* ) ~ C 3- *" M' ) » 
Eg 1 ** ~ 0 • 
S. tJniforialy Loaded Slab with Clamped Edges. 
In this case, the boiindarj conditions are 
z(0) « z(L) = z»(0) = Z»(L) = 0. (4.24) 
Th© fifth condition necessary for the solution can be found 
bj a HKJans ?fhicii could also haire been used in the previous 
section. Iliis condition arises from the fact that the verti­
cal component of th© load must equal the sum of the vertical 
components of the reactions for any ono unit rib cut from the 
slab (figure 7}. 
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The total vertical component of 
the load Is 
L L 
¥ =5 2 j vds s 2W3^ R j cos 0 m 
0 0 
= 2W3.R sin L/(2R). 
1*01 the total vertical component 
of the reactions Q»(0) and 
v{i) =s Qs(i) cos 
{i « 0,L). 
Then 
a Jo) 
Pig. 7, 
v(0) 4- v(L) * " Qs(Li7 L/(aR) 
and 
sin L/B 4- as {cos L/R - Ij/ L/(2R) 
SW^R sin L/im), 
% = as tan l/(m * i /III t/A' (4.25) 
TOaen this value of is put in equation (4.7), throu^  
the values of ai and as in terms of % and a® from (4.8), 
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a new equation of the follo?dng form results: 
ZIJ) =s i- sin J/E + B COS j/R7®2 + S sin y/R 
, (4.26) 
+ T cos J/B. + ag> + ag sin J/B. + a4 cos r/R, 
where 
A = p/g 17 , B = R"zr8/3CR) - tan p/^  
0  s  ®  a s s  
iSifca.C9c R + 4) Eiti(9c R + 4) 
(4.27) 
4WiR^   ^ 2W,R^  S=s i , T , 
3 s a s s iS 
ScEiti (9cR+4){l+cosp) Ex^ i^,C9cJ^ '''4)(l-^  cos p) 
L 3cL 
P - f . g = e 
Differentiation of (4,26) leads to th© slope and moment ex­
pressions 
z' = (1/gj.)^  [ (-3cA - B/R) sin y/R + {A/R 
- ScB) cos yA]®s - (T/5R + 3cS) sin y/R + (S/R (4.28) 
-ScT) cos y/^ -Scagj+(a3/^ ) cos y/fe - (a^ /R) sin j/R, 
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Ms - Sitx j I(9c A + 6cB/fe) sin y/R + (9c B 
- 6cA/R) COS J/RJ Sjg -f- (9c S + 6cT/R) sin y/S (4,29) 
s z u 1 
+ (9c T • 6CS/R) COS y/K -t- B.S{9C + 1/5R )V . 
When the boundary conditions (4.24) are applied to (4.26) 
and (4.29), the four following equations in the parameters 
ag result: 
Baa ^  a© + = -T, 
(A - 3cBR)ag - ScRa^  + a» = 3cTR - S, 
(A sin p + B eos p)ag + a® + aag sin p + a^ g cos p 
-S sin p - "T cos p. 
/PiB + ScAR) sin p + (A - ScM) cos £7^ 8 - ScRas 
a^g cos P ~ a^ S sin p = (T + 3cSR) sin p 
+ (ScTR - S) cos p. 
(4.30) 
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These equations are satisfied by the following values: 
% = hWi tan, p/2 sin p)/(3cR) - (6 - 4 cos p)(l 
» 8 S 
+ COS p) + 6eR sin p (1 ~ cos p) - 18c R sin 
+ 2 cos p - (4 sin p)/(3eR) + 2g J, 
dg. = hWx tan p/2 | i^ /4(l + cos p)/(3cR) + sin p(6 - 4 cosp) 
+ 6cR sin p + 18c R sin p(l - cos PJ7- 2 sin p 
-(4 cos p)/{3cR) - (4g^ )/(3cR)j , 
VR tan p/2 f „ /, v -
•*' —^ < /^5cR cos p (1 - cos p) - sxn 2/ 2hW. aa ~ 
« 3 I 
9C El tx V 
(4.31) 
+ 5cR(l - COS p) sin p >, 
2hWiR(tan p/BjU - oos p) f ^ sin p) - 1 L 
9c Extx ( 
i aiW^ R tan p/3 3 . g(2 + Qo-R sin p) + g + 1 f , 
9e ISitj. 
where 
l/h « (g/R)/sln p{4 cos p - 6) ISc R sin p(cos p ~ lYJ 
+ (g /R)/S(1 - cos p)/(3cR) + sin 4- {l/R)2||^ 2(cos p (4.32) 
- l)/C3cR) + sin 
& s 
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The solution of the clamped-edge oase is now completed. 
The explicit riinction s(y) is not expressed in full "but is 
contained in (4.26), (4,27), and tiae constants Just determined. 
Then "by the use of equations (4.12), (4.8), (4.31), and 
(4.32) 
Qg 25 -Wih tfitn p/2 |^ (sin y/R) [|^  2 cos p -(4 sin p)/(3cR) 
+ ^ 4^ sin p)/(3cR) - (6 - 4 cos p)(l + cos p) 
25 iSl 15 s"! 
4- (6eR sin p)(l - cos p) - 18c R sin + 2g J 
+ cos j/R - 2 sin p - (4 cos p)/(3cR) + g^ (l 
CO a p)/(3cR) + (sin p)(6 • 4 cos p) + 6cR sin p 
(4.33) 
S SS 
•I"fl8c R sin p)(l - cos jg7 "" )/(3cR) J] • 
Qg(0) = -W^ h tan p/2 | -2 sin p -(4 cos p)/(3cR) 
+ g/Zil + cos p)/(3eR) (sin p)(6 - 4 cos p) (4.34) 
+ 6cR sin p + (18c R sin p)(l-coa pJ7-(4g )/(3cR)j , 
Qs(I«) = -W^ h tan p/2 ^  - 4/(3cR) + §^ (1 + cos p)/(3cR) 
+ (sin p)(4 cos p - 6) + 6cR sin p + (18c R sin p) (4.35) 
(cos p - li7 + 8^/5 sin p - (4 cos p)/(3cRJ7] • 
~ 35 . 
It is interesting to note iiero that 
Qa(0) - Qg(L) = 2WiR tan p/2; 
and if tan p/2 is replaced by its series exoansion and R 
is allowed to approach Infinity, this algebraic stim of the re­
actions approaches Wj.!., the sum of the reactions of a flat 
plate, 
By treating the equations for iaom®nt (4.29) and stress 
(4,IS) in a fashion similar to that in which the expression 
for Qg was treated, the following equations result: 
Mjj ~ -WihR tan p/2 (cos y/R) ||^  - 2 cos p + (4 gin p)(3cR) 
+ g/p (4 sin p)/(3cR) + (6-4 cos p)(l + cos p) 
B B B S1 
+ C6cl sin p){cos p ~ 1) 4- 18c R sin £7 - 2g J 
+ (sin j/il) " 2 sin p - (4 cos p)/(3cR) 4- ^^ (^1 (4.36) 
4- COS p)/(3cE) + (sin p)(6 - cos p) 4" 6cR sin p 
+ (18c H sin p)(l - eos pY/ - (4g )/(3cR)| 
Si® MM ^ S S3 'Z 1  ^ 
+ /f(9c R + l)/(9c R i7Zi^ -S^ 2 + 9c R sin p) + x/j » 
Ma(0) = -Wj.hR tan p/2 ^ 2(1 - eos p) (4 sin p)/(3eR) 
B Z S S 
+ 2/(9c E ) -^  B/? cos p(l - COS p) — 4/(9c R ) 
(4.37) 
- (4 sin p)/(3cR) + (6cR sin p) (cos p-lji/ 
+ (2g®)/(9cV) I , 
SG ~ 
Mg(L) " -W^ bR tan p/2 j^ 2/(9c B ) cos p(l - coe p) 
•*' 6cR sin p{l - cos p) + (4 sin p)/{3cR) 
(4.38) 
- 4/{9c R )/ + g ^ (1 - oo,5 p) - {4 sill p)/(3cB} 
-I- g/(9c®R®l7j , 
Pg — WiR ~Wili tan p/2 j^ iaoa COS p -(4 sin p)/(5cR) 
+ ^ /T4t sin p)/(ScR) + (4 coa p - 6}(1 + cos p) 
s s s 71 
+ (6eR sin p)(l- cosp) - 18c R sin ^ 7 2g JI 
•f (sin j/R)|^ S ain p + (4 cos p)/(3cR) + g^ 4(i (4.39) 
s 
+ cos p)/(3cR) (sin p)(4 cos p — 6) — 6cR sin p 
+ (IsA^ in pXoos p - 127 + (4g")/(3oR)]] j , 
Pa{0) = W^h tan p/2 ^ (2 sin p)/(3cR) - cos p + 1 
+ g^ &cR Bin p) (1 - cos p) ~ (4 sin p)/(3cRj7 (4.40) 
4 /zre =ln P)/(3CR) + coa p - I7j , 
pg(0) « -Pa(L). (4.41) 
If the sOTie ©Jtpansion and limiting process, which has been 
mentioned before, be applied to Qg and two formulas 
result which will, in the next section, be compared with the 
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similar expressions for a beam of the same variable type of 
thickness as that of this plate but */itli plane neutral sur­
face. These iralues are 
3 S 
Qs = Wa. j y „ + gl'd -• c^L -t- 9c L /2) - L 
•3c a J8 s 
g - g(2 + 9c L ) + 1 
(4.42) 
=a "Wx ^  + —i— +  ^
3c 9c 
6c 
4 5cL + g(~4 4- 9cL -• 9c L ) 
g(2 + 9eV) + 1 
gl,(l ~ 5cL 4- 90^ /2) > L 
ss s s 
g ~g{24-9cL)'4-l 
u s (4,43) 
The values of M(0), M{I.), 0.(0), and Q(L), which could be 
obtained from these, are written out in the next section. 
4, Beam with, yariable Cross^ Sectipn 
under a Uniform Load. 
Consider a beam of unit width and length I,, whose 
thickness is defined by the same 
thickness function, t = tx 
as was used to define the thick-  ^
VI 
— L 
.z 
Fig. 8. 
ness of the slab^  Such a beam 
mi^ t be thought of as a unit 
strip cut from the plate if the 
elastic surface of the plate were plan© and, not cylindrical 
If this bearti is subjected to a uniform load of pounds 
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per unit of length, the equation of flexure of the beam may be 
written in the following manner: 
d M 
dy 
•8J 
(4.44) 
Two integrations with respect to j will then give 
® Wxy /2 + ea.y Cg. (4.45) 
Since 
m ~ lIs'V where I = t /12 = tigi/l2. 
2it - iJ/(Sjsexi7Ay •** + cjsZ• (4.46) 
If equation (4.46) be integrated twice, an equation for the 
deflection z in terms of four constants is obtained; 
s 
Sg 1.9c Qx 2 3C 5c" I  ^ Se / 
+ Cs 
(4.47) 
Simply Supported Beam. In th© case of the simply supported 
beam, the boundary conditions are 
z(0) =a 2(L) = M(0) =5 M(L). (4,48) 
r^escott, J. Applied elasticity, p.64. Longmans, Green and 
Co, London. 1924, 
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Ittien the last two of these are applied, to (4.45), two of the 
constants are determined as 
c® = 0 and Ci - -Wa.L/2. (4.49) 
The first tTio conditions of (4,48) determine the other two 
constants as 
Cs = Z^ i/(27c Lj7/r - cL - (cL + D/^ Z, 
= ZWi/(27c''i7/cL - 1/. 
(4.50) 
When (4.49) and (4.50) are put In (4.47), an expression for 
the deflection of the simply supported beam results; i.e.. 
 ^ [l 
9c\a (sx 
X 4- J 
2 \ 3c 2 
2^ . L \ , 1«/1 . L 
3c I c 
5eL 
i - L . i /I + L 
K \ c 
(4,51) 
3c 
A similar substitution in (4.45) will give M and Q as 
1 = Wiy(y - L)/2, (4.52) 
Q(y) = - || = - y) , Q(0) = Q(L)=-^ ^^ . (4,53) 
If equation (4.22) be written in the series-expansion form and 
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the limit of this as B —^  oo be evaluated, 
fta « WiCL/2 - y). 
This is exactly the same as the first part of (4.53) above. 
In ttxe same way (4.23) can be reduced to (4.52). 
Beam with Clamped Ends,. The case of the besan with clamped 
ends is more complicated than the last case, but it can be 
carried out In aimilar fashion. The boundary conditions are 
zio) « K(L) » zHo) = zMD. (4.54) 
The four equations resulting from the application of these 
boundary conditions follow: 
Sci 
3 • S 
27c 9c 
" F — ]  C J .  +  - 2 ^  G L C S  +  G C - S .  
S8 0 ) « 
9c 27c / 9c 
Ca. + 2B. 
s 
9c Sc 
*" Cjs — "• 
= - Wi 
27e* 
Wx 
/ s 
7-
\ 
1 
ss 
9c 3c 
s 
3c / 
Wx 
* 
27c 
(4.55) 
3cL 4, 1 \ a. / lu + li- + _1 
9e Sc 
E 
Sc \ 2 3c 9c 
IB 
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1?h.©se are satisfied by 
Z 8 
Cg 
Sc 
PJ,{l - 5GL •» 9C L /2) ~ L 
s s s 
9 - g(2 + 9c L ) + 1 
s s 
L/TScL •4- 4) g(9cL « 4 - 9c L )7 
9c 
-S 
6c/g ~ g(2 + 9c L ) + 27 
Cg5 
18c®Zi® " g(2 + 9CV) + 17 
C1 3^ dji} 
18c 
B 
z,.s •' 
2. @ 
£• (2 + &c L ) -*• iT" 
{4.57) 
In terms of these constants, 
S3 
2— + y 
2 
-L<1 - 5cL + 9C' JI-ZEKLL 
3e s g(2 + 9C L ) + 1 _ 
s s 
1 . L/ScL + 4 + g(9cL - 4 - 9c I. )7 
—— -i> I, ii.tiWii.i. , - ..iWiC 
(4.58) 
9c 
St s 
- g(2 -i- 9c L ) + l7 
Except for sign, (4,58) agrees v^ itli {4,43), the expression for 
Mjg in the clsaaped ecige plate. This difference is due merely 
to the difference in assiimption as to the ciirection of posi­
tive moments in the two caaes. The end values of th© moments 
are 
M(0) = Wi + 3u^ cL + 4-1- g(9cL - 4 > 9c L J7 ^ _ (4.59) 
9c 
@ 
g(2 4- 9c L ) + 17 
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M(L) 
E S 
9c 
(SgL -'4) g(4 9cL 9c L 
- g(2 + 9e L ) + 
(4.60) 
The total vertical shear at any point, and thus the reaction 
at the ends, can bo found by taking the negative of the deri­
vative of the moment with respect to y: 
Q dM dy -Wiy . cj - -Wj 
s & 
:L{1 ~ 5cL -f 9c L /2) ~ L 
g - g(2 + 9c L ) + 1 
(4.61) 
QCO) tWa 
a is 
£ „ gL(l •» 3eL 9c L /2) - L 
3C s s. g - g(2 + 9c L ) + 1 
Q(L) = •-
3 S 
2*. EI>(1 •*• 5cL 'i- 9c L ) •» Ljcr 
„ a s s 
 ^ g - g(2 + 9c L ) + I 
(4.62) 
(4.63) 
The valtie of Q in (4.61) is the same as the value of 
in (4,42) of the last section. Other checks upon the cor­
rectness of these results are the facts that the stm of the 
forces in the vertical direction and the sum of the momenta 
acting upon the beam are each zero; 
Q(0) » Q(L) + WiL = 0, 
M(0) - M(L) - WiL /2 + l'/pQ,{l>y7 - 0. 
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The expression for the deflection is gi-ven by the following 
©quation; 
2 s 3^- r+ I.g{2 » 6eL + 9C^ L^ }Y 
ISc^ Eg I gx gi^  -g(2 4-9e I. ) + 
s 
+ !• /?+ s(ScI, - 1)7  ^Ly/i(BcL - Z) + BeL + 27 
- g ( £  +  9 c  I i ) + ^  g  - g ( £  +  9 c L ) + l  
l'ZKi - Sep - 17 
u s s 
g - g(S + 9c L )+ 1 
Iff eat of Curvature in the Case of the 
"''''''''''Slmp1^ '''"'SuppoytSd~*Inf^  ^
In the case of the simply supported Infinite plate v;ith 
the dimensions suggested in the first section of this chapter, 
it is very easy to show that the curvature adds little to the 
shears, stresses, end moments. In the following table are 
listed the different elements of the solution of the plate 
problem for two eases. The left hand side of the table re­
fers to a plate in whi<^  both ctirvature and variation of sec­
tion are considered. In the right hand column only variation 
of section is considered. 
CL - 10, R « 100, ti == 1/2, 
Plate vilth Oijrvatiire and Variable Kiickness. 
"fcjg ~ 3/4) 
Plate wltli Variable Thickness 
Pg « WiR ^ 1 - cos y/R - /tan h/{2R]J/Jln j/RX  ^
1 
It 0
 
PgCMa^ c.) « Ps(5) ^  « *12513W3. P«CMax.) = 0 
Mg a WiR ^-1 + COS y/R + /tan L/(2RJ7Z®^^ 7/^  Ms = -Wj^ yCy ~ L/2) 
Isdax.) - Ms{5) = 12.513Wi M«{Max,) =1^ (5) = 12,5Wx 
Qs ® WxR /^^ an L/<2R27Z®®® j/^ } Qs = Wi(L - 2j)/2 
QsCO) - 5.OO417IW1 Qa( 0 )  3 5Wi 
Q^(IO) s= -5.004171Wi Q«(10) = -5Wi 
Ts8i(0) s 10.008342Wi T&xiO) = lOWi 
Tai(lO) = 6.672228Wi TaidO) == 6.666667Wi 
s 
(FaiSxiTt,) - -Pa/t + SMg/t (TeCSiirf,) a + 6Ms/t^  
<rs(5) - -W3.(.204 - 200 , 2) cr8(5) = + 20OW1 
» 45 » 
The next chapter deals mlth the simply supported plate. 
On the basis of this table, all consideration of curvature is 
omitted, 
k similar table could be developed for the plate with 
clamped edges, showing that there, too, the curvature plays 
but a minor role. 
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?. STUDY OP THE EFFECT OB' RECTANGULAR, LIKE, AND 
POINT LOADS ON A SIMPLY SUPPORTED RECTANGULAR SLAB 
WITH PLANE MIDDLE SURFACE AND VARIABLE THICKNESS. 
Boimdary Value Problem. Consider a simply supported slab with 
a plane rectangular middle stirface limited by the values 
X = 0, X ~ a, y - 0, y = L. Let the thickness be defined 
by the thickness function (3.2). Assiime that a uniform load 
of magnitude pa. acts nonaal to a rectangular region Bx of 
the middle surface, where Bj, is defined by the dimensions 
(ya - Jx) and (xjs - x^ ). 
Then 
CPX in 
W3.{x,y) = ^ (5.1) 
(0 elsewhere X= >^2 
= load/anit am^ ace. 
The deflection function 
z(x,y), now slightly 
more complicated than 
/ y / / 
— 
r 
x=Xi 
9. 
(4.1), for the deflection is a function of both x and y in­
stead of being a function of y only, takes the following 
form; 
L(z) = Aihz) +6c MASI +9c' 
6y 
s a \ 
S z . Q z 
•iL-±+ iL-S 
z s 
dj 5x , 
W. Wx 
N 
s 
Kx ^x Sx 
( 5 .2 )  
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The botindary conditions to which the slab is subjected are 
Z (0,y) = zia,Y) ~ &z(0,y) = ~ 0, (5,5) 
Z (XfO) == Z(XSL) = Az(x,0) = A2;(X,L) = 0, (5,4) 
Thus the problem consists in finding an explicit function z 
which will satisfy the deflection equation (5,2) and the 
boundary conditions (5.5) and (5,4), 
Before any attesnpt can be mad© to sol^ ^^ e this problem, 
some expression imist be found for Wi(x,y) which will satisfy 
conditions (5.1). In his study of the uniformly thick plate, 
H. Schmidt has successftilly used an Integral expression for 
the purpose of representing a similar type of loading. Due to 
the fact that the kind of thickness function employed here 
causes L(2) to have constant coefficients, the same expres­
sion can be used in this case. The basis for this expression 
comes from the field of complex function theory, but Schmidt 
has Yiforked it out in detail in one of his articles, " The 
iralue of Wj. used by him depends upon the following relation; 
f ( x )  =  ^  
J 
^ a^ j+ioo 
xz r 1 for X > 0 
dz = -< , (5.5) 
 ^ / 0 for X < O 
ao-ic» 
""Schmidt, H. Theorie der Beigungschwingungen frei aufliegen-
der Rechteckplatten unter dem Einfluss beweglicher,zeit-
lich periodisch ver&iderlicher Belastungen. Ingenieur 
Archiv, 2:452, 1931, 
•^ '^ S^climidt, H,'" Zur ISieorle der erzwungenen Schwingungen. Zs. 
f. Physo, 39:474-489, 1926. 
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where Is an arbitrary niimber greater than zero and x is 
a parameter. By sijperposition of two integrals of the type 
(5.5) in two ortiiogonal directions, be expressed as: 
^ ao+ioo 
,(X-Xi )n 
n 
dn 
- (5.6) 
1 
WrJ. 
a^.3-^ ioo 
.(x-xs)n 
J... 
n 
ao-ioo 
r ao+ioo 
p{y-yx)f> 1 
e dp-
l^ aQ-^ loo 
o(y-ys)P 
P 
loo 
-dp 
Jco-ico 
That this satisfies (5,1) can be seen quite clearly if one 
considers their product. The first brace is 
0 0 - 0 for 0 < X < Xi 
1 - 0  =  1  f o r  X x <  3 c < X a  
1 - 1  =  0  f o r  X g  X  a  
The second brace is 
0 - 0  =  0  f o r  0  ^ J <Jx 
1 - 0 - 1  for J x <  7  < 7 f 2  
1-1 = 0 for 
Hence, 
*1 - Pi (brace l)(brac© 2) = 
Px iri } 
0 elsewhere j 
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Solution of the Boundary Value Problem* When the right hand 
member of (5.2) is replaced by Its integral representation 
{5.6), the principle of superposition of integrals of type 
(5^ ,5) suggests that one may seek a solution z(x,y) of this 
boundary value problem in the form 
r ao+iOO 
, . Px 1 2(x,y) = f- ^ J n (x,y:n)-JsCx,y:n) dn. a^ -iOO 
where 
Jg{x,y:n) =s ^  
^ ao+ioo 
® u(x,y:n,p)dp; (s =1,2). 
(5.7) 
The equation (5.2) may be replaced by a new partial differen­
tial equation; 
D(u) - Lktm.) - 6c 9c'' ( ^  + p. (5,8) 
5y 5y 5x 
A particular solution of (5,8) is of the form 
Ui _ e 
xn+yp & IS B Z S z s 
f where A =(n +p ) -6cp(n +p ) + 9c (p +jm ). (5.9) 
The substitution 
u A f{xtn,p) (5.10) 
will separate the variables x and y in the homogeneous 
form of differential equation (5.8) and ?/ill produce still 
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another differential equation; 
 ^^  + (2p^ ~6ep 4-9c%) —i" + (p*-6cp^ + 9e^ P^ )f == 0. (5.11) 
4 
dx dx 
This is an ordinary fourth order differential equation and 
has th© solution 
f = 
where (5.12) 
mx = /R" +• Scs , TOg =* /ft - 3cs , 
R = ~gp + 6cp ~ 9e tx g 
S 2 u ,  .iiiii,p I II J III i.j. ' I I.——. 
"2^ •*• _ /9c^ u. 4P^ TI - 12C&M-
2 
Thus, one form of the solution of (5,8) is 
u = Ui + ui^ >= (e='P/A)(e™ + 
+ + a&e*"®«^ ). 
This pseudo deflection expression could also he found in terms 
of hyperbolic functions, "but there seems to be no apparent 
gain in using such expressions. 
In terms of u, the boundary conditions (5,3) and (5,4) 
become 
u(0,y) == u(a,y) = j^ A - 6c + 9c^  Ju(0,y) 
(5.14) 
=f -
o a 
6c I- + 9c §y u(a,y) « 0, 
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u{x,0) = •u(x,L) = A - 6c 4- + 9c Ju<x,0) 6 ® 
s-1 (5.15) 
A - 6c ^  9c Ju(x,L) = 0. 
The expression in brackets can be modified sli^ tly as the 
last term can be omitted because of the first two conditions 
in each of (5.14) and (5,15). In the case of (5.14), the 
value of u is such that if 
u(0,y) = u(a,y) = 0, 
then 
[u(0,y)J [„(a,y)] = 0. 5y 
Hence, (5,14) may be rewritten in the following form: 
u(0,y) = u(a,y) = Au(0,y) = Au(a,y) = 0. (5.14*) 
These boundary conditions (5,14') produce four equations 
in terras of the four constants of (5,13). The equations and 
solutions are stated below. The value of u from (5,13) can 
then be written In terms of these constants, but it la not 
necessary to give its explicit form here, 
ax + a® + aa •+• ag, = -1. 
- -e^ . 
S iS 8 
mj. (a^  + a®) + Big (as a^ ) = -n . 
Mi 
®y mi a -mia. -mga. ® an (a^ e ^  + B-ae ) ^ mssia^ e + a^ e ) = -n e 
~ 52 -
ai (ii,p) n" - R -I- 3cs / ~ 
6cs e' nil a : •• e  ^
aa(n,p) = 
8 / an iMi a 
- n ~ R -f 5os / e - e ^  
6cs mi a -^Eixa e - e 
aa(n,p) _ R - 3cs f - e""®®® 
6c a me a -iriaa e - e 
(5,16) 
ajtCn^ p) 
»  „  / a n  K i s a  
n - R - 3c9 / e - e 
6cs maa -mjga e ~ e  ^
- R t 3cs - n®+ 3cp + 9c^ p./2 i (3c/2)/9e»M. + 4p«tt-12cpp. n 
Sine© only one set of boiindarj conditions (5,14) has been ap­
plied, a means must be found for applying the other set (5,15) 
A Fourier s€5ries expansion suggests a method for doing this. 
Let 
u = Ui + ui  ^ - (e^ /^A)(e^  + f) 
oo 
L \(n ,p)sin ct^ x, 
•v-l 
(5.17) 
where 
a  ^UI (-r - 1, 2, 3. 
Then 
K^ {n,p) = 
a 
/ . Y an 
1 - f-1) © 
a & 
n 4. 
(5.18) 
(R + O^ ) - 9c p 
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If a new function of tlie form 
( s )  
Uo (x,y;n,p) = JZ Kv{n,p)|^ ^^ (y;n,p) sin (5.19) 
v=l 
be substituted in tlie homogeneous differential equation 
DCu) = 0, 0^  must satisfy the following condition: 
. ec . Oe"- 2<4) 
Ay dy^  dy 
+ {a^  - 9c'^ {ia^ )j^  ^- 0. 
Such a value of 0^  is 
J?, =  ^
(5.19a) 
e^re 
53.= /9C®/4 + aj + 3cayi[I, 5a = /9cV4 + ci^  - Sca^ /S . 
The 5's and b^ s ©re functions of v. This will be under­
stood if not indicated further henceforth. The sum of the 
(1) f s) 
three terms u, u^  , u^   ^ v/ill satisfy the differential 
equation (5.8) and fit the boundary condition (5.14). By 
virtue of the four constants in each 0y, this sum 
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(1) i^) ^ vB ^ 
u = Ux + Uo + Uo " 2_ + 0^ ) sin a^ x 
v~l 
= 11 K^ /;(3°/8+«)y+ (5.31) 
v=sl 
+ 3ln a,x, 
where 
p - 3c/2 4-X, 
maj also be made to fit the botrndary conditions (5.15) In a 
terirwise and therefore a total fashion. 
In applying these botindary conditions, it is more con­
venient to leave the last tv?o of (5,16) in the form in v/hich 
s 
they were first stated. Omiting the 9c u terra caxisea the 
loss of a certain syimetry which makes the foiir equations re­
sulting when (5,15) is combined ?;lth (5,21) more difficult to 
solve for the fotir parameters b^ , b®, bg, b4. These four 
equations and tlioir solutions follow: 
~ -If 
-t e®®^ a + e'^ ^^ b^  = -e^ ,^ 
S& S 3S 
(3c/2 - 8i) bi + (3c/2 + 63.) b^  + {5e/2 - Sg) bg 
+ (3c/2 -I- ©B )b4 - -C3c/2 -M) , 
(3c/2 - +(3c/S + Si)%''^ S^s +(3c/2 - 5g)%^ ®Sa 
+ (3c/2 = -(30/2 
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bi = 1/V |6c5a/Sc5i + 5x + 3c K - + l7 
+ lP^ <i5x - 3C52 - 5i + si^ /ScSs + 5s 4- Sen - K_^  
(^y;-5a)L ^  e(6a~5i )^  + /3c5x - 3c5s + 5i - 6^  (5.22) 
/^ 3c5a + 5a + 5cK- +-<5x+S2)^ j^  
bg ==1/Y j 6cQ}i/^ c5x - 5x - 3c K + + ij 
2 S S 
+ ^ ScQx " 3c6S - 63 + - 6g - 3c K 
'•* Z^ 3c6i + 3c5g + 5i 
"• + 5S + 3CK-
l3g =t: i/v ^ 6c5i/5c5a + 6s + 3cK - + l7 
 ^ S3 jS 
+ Z-®c5x - 3c5a - 5s + + 5x + 3c K 
- + /^ 3c6i + 3c5a + 5g 
- *•• 5i + 3cH- ? 
bft  ^1/V IseSx/ScSa - 6a - 3cX + * l7 
J3E  ^
+ Z~^ ®®x " ScSg *" 5i - 5x - 3c (5 25) 
+ + ^ c6x - Sc5a - 6x 
* + 5x •<* 3cx-  ^
where 
V = 4 - 5s )^  + 9c^ (5i + 5a)^ Zilnli^ (5x - 5s)L/g7 
s s s a  s  s  - »  ( 5 » 2 6 )  
4- /fSi - 5s) - 9c (5i - 5s)J7Ziinh (5x + t-^ )L/2/J, 
The value of 11, which is deteriained by (5»21) and 
these constants, satisfies the transformed deflection equa­
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tion and the transformed hoimdary conditions. It is now 
necessary to regress from ti to E through complex integra­
tion. The process for accomplishing this is based upon a 
theorem developed by H. Schmidt. 
Evaluation of Oontjoiar Integrals. Let a function of 
the complex variable E = (x+iy), be an analytic ftinction so 
constituted that Lim|2/F(z)j is bounded. Assume also that 
-^>00 
P(z) has merely isolated sero points, n in number, whose 
real parts are less than a fixed number B.^ . Hence all the 
zero points are to the left of 
the line drawn parallel to the _  ^J 
imaginary axis in the accompany­
ing figure. In the neighborhood 
of any zero point of the or­
der Sjj. = 1, a Laurent's expan­
sion of the following form is 
valid: 
G 
O 
G 
G 
^ » 
G 
-r X 
iA(.) = z 
A=1  ^
ZQ) + 
OO YI 
(0-» 1, 2, .... a). 
(5.27) 
(A zero point has the order at z « 2^  if at that point 
•^ 'Schmidt, H, Op. cit. p. 47 («-) 
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at tJie fimetion aiid- its (Sj^ - 1) derivatives vanisli) 
for any parameter t 
Then 
1 
2iri 
 ^So+i 00 
J 
fTST 2^  ® 
 ^TX=TTr for t ?• 0 
a^ -ioo (5.28) 
0 for t <0. 
Before attempting to use this theorem, it seems worth while to 
reiterate the salient featixres of the solution; 
^ ao+ioc> 
•^ a^ -i 
n 
00 
" ITT 
(^LQ+IOO 
 ^e-s°ys/8 
B  ^ 5H 
,ao-3c/2+ioo 
(X + 3c/2) ~ 
a^ -icx) U «o-3c/2-loo 
C30 
« = Z K,(n,K)e3°y/2(e>^ y + + b,e®'=y 
V=sl 
+ sin OyX. 
2tt"y 1 - (-1)^  e®-" 
n l , , , , . , , , .  .1 . . I .  1 - ^ . 1  - . • • I I I  I  
<n + «%){K + 5i)(X - 5x){X-8e) {V» + 5a) 
The constant is the only part of Jg which contains n. 
This constant will be common to Jx ^<3. Jg. Hence, z may 
be rewritten as 
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CO 
_a^ 4-loo 
I IT* 
V=sl 
j-x^ n _ e-Xsn 
n 
1 - (>!)> 
_ n + a^  
v_an 
dn 
a^^ -Sc/S+ioo 
Ls®y/2 j^ e-yi(Sc/2+Y^ ) g-ys(sc/2+)^ )J 
a^ -Sc/S-ioo 
o 4- 4- togQ—^ iy •+• 
Tk"+ 3e/2)(K -5I)(K + 63.}(k - 5s) (K + Sg) 
(5.29) 
dM sin a^ x 
2pi 
li~ 
oo 
r sin CLyX, 
v~l 
where 00 
„ _ i 1 iff - (-1)'-®^  
" - lii y' 4 J n(n + Oy) 
j~r M«— «» o dn. 
ao-ioo 
(5.30) 
and 
G. ,e-3cys/2 
gTTi 
a^Q-3c/2+i<r> 
e~^ ys(e^ y4-bxe®^ y-**bae'"^ 3.^ 4'bae®®^ *»-b4e"'^ ®^ ) -^,\ 
^ (X+3c/2) (X- 5i) (K+ 5a.)(K- §a)CY^ + 5s) ^3^-(5. 31) 
ao-3c/2-ioo 
With the aid of the theorem of (5.28), M is evaluated 
next: .ao+l<30 -a^ +ioo 
1 |e"^ 3.» ... 1 
" = 23T ypTO" ^  - Wl 
a„-ia3 
r^ an 
irnrr 
'ao-ioo 
.ao+ioo 
ia-Xi )n 
dn - Z'— dnC ') P{ n )  
a^ -ioo 
C-l)^  
"WT 
a«4-ioo 
(a-Xs)n 
e 
"FfnT dn. 
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s s 
The P(n) = ii(n + a^ ) = n(n + ia^ )(n - ia^ ) satisfies all 
tlie conditions demanded in the theoreia» P(n) is analytic, 
Limln/P(n)( O. P(n) has the Isolated zero points 0, 
rt-foo 
(iOy.), (-io^ ) all of which are zeros of the first order 
whoso real parts are less than a positive aj,. The three 
Laurent's expansions in the neighborhoods of 0, (ici^ ), 
and (-iOy) are, respectively, 
n{n + ci^  n 
{ ® )  
A T ( a )  ( s )  ( 8 )  s  
 ^ + Bi (n-lo^ )+B« (n-la^ ) + , 
f®) (®) (3) 2 
= Si +b; Bi (n + iOy) +Bi (n +10^ ) + , {n^ " i (Xw) 
where 
Ax 
n 1 P(n) n=0 
(n - la^ } PW  
CE^ ' 
1 
n—iCy 2{ty 
Ax in + ia^ ) PW  
n=-ia^  
1^  
2a^  
Becaiise of the negative exponciiits, the first two integrals of 
M are 0, The algebraic siaia of the third and fourth follows 
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("D 1 2lfl 
J 
a^o+icx3 
P(n) ^ 5H 
„ao+ico 
Eg-ioo 
e {a-Xg)n 
7 
F{n) dn 
a^ -iOO 
~ (—1)^  < — + 1 / i(a-xi)a^  ^  -i(a-xi)av TS' 
a. •V 2<Ly. 
+ 1_ - 1 /el(a-x^ )av -^i(a-x,)av)/ _ 
©V ' ' 
Then 
H ss (cos eos a^ Xg). 
<% 
(5.30 ) 
A critical study of Gg and the values of the b's from 
(5.22), (5.23), (5.24), and (5.25) will show that the inte­
grals in Gg resolve themselves into four types. All the 
rest of the possible types of integrals disappear because of 
negative exponents, as happened in the evaluation of M. These 
four integrals are enumerated, below. 
Ill ~ J 
v„~ioo 
{a„ - 5c/2 = vo), 
J 
/^ Vo+i <33 
F(K} 
Vo-i<» 
d>^  
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J 
Vg + iOO 
dH. 
V^ -i 03 
¥•4. == 
Vo+ioo 
Cy-Js)^  
Tm 
Vo-i03 
dK 
where P{X) « (K+ 3c/2)(K - 53,){K+ 5i)(K- 5g) ( v r +  5«} 
This latter function also satisfies all the conditions of the 
theorem and has five Isolated zero points; i.e., *-3c/2, 5i, 
-5xr 5j@, -5s. In the same Bianner as that in which M was 
determined, it can be shown that 
-(L-ys}3c/S „ 
P-x 16e s& a s s 
(9c - 46i){9c - 45s) 6i(45x - 9e }{6a. - 5a) 
+ 26x cosh (L - yg)5i - 5c sinh (L - JQ Q^X 
5B<45® « 9c®){5^  - ag) 
3c sinh (ii - 73)60 
- 25g cosh (L - 73)60 (5,32) 
25i 
S S S  < 8  S I S J B S  
(9c - 46x)(9c - 4 5s) 52.{45i - 9c )(6i - Sg) 
25i sinh (L - yg)5i - 3c cosh (L - ys)5x 
- 62 
35a 
s a & s 
5s(4eB - 9c ){5i - 5s) 
+ 3c cosh (L - JsJdfs 
26g sinh (L - jg) 5 s 
M*s 36G © 
"-(L-yaiSa/S 26, 
s a  g s  S S 2 S  
{9C •» 45I)(9C — 453) Si(4:5I — 9G )(5I •" 5^ ) 
25i cosh (L - ys}5x - 3c sinh (L - ys)5x 
25s cosh (L - 7s)5a 
a 
25a 
@ S S 
58(458 - 9c )(5i - 5a) 
+ 3c sinh (L - Js)^  ^ (5,32) 
cont. 
ige-(y-y3)se/2  ^ g 
B s s s s s s s 
(9c - 46i)(9c - 45a) Si(45i - 9c )(5i - 63) 
25i cosh (j - jg)dx - 3e sinh (j - ys)Sx 
jg «g g 
6<g(458 •• 9c ) (6x ~ 5s) 
+ 3c sinh (j - yg)6s 
25a cosh (j - ys)52 
Jix» ji-a hold for any value of y on the middle 
siarface of the plate. -^4 holds only T/hen y>ys* 
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Final Form of the Deflection Function. When the ji's of 
(5.32) are put in (5,31), the expression for Gg takes the 
following form: 
G 
(9c^  45i ) (9e® - 458) (5x - Sg) ( (45^  - 9c^ ) 
4 
S2 S$ 
{5a - 9C 1 
cosh 5i(y - Js) - ll^  ainh 63. (y - yg) 
[- eosh a,(r - y^ ) + II- sinh 6^ (y - Xs)] 
+ 16/¥ j^ 9c 6i5e(ccsh 6x(y - I') + cosh 5g(y - L) 
- cosh §x7 cosh SgL - cosh d^ y cosh 5iL) 
+ 3c6i5a(6i sinh 6x(y - L) + 6^  sinh 6a(y - L) 
- 5i sinh S^ y cosh 5sl^  + 5^  cosh 5iy sinh 
5i cosh 6^ J sinh 61L - 5g sinh d^ y coah S^ L) 
s @ 4 33 a s M 
+ (9c 62 • Sg + Sj^ Sg) sinh dxJ sinh SgL + (9c 5i. 
- 5x + 5x6s) sinh d^ j einh 5xL 
2 2 S 2 
(9c ~ 45x)(^  ^*" 463) 
[cosh 6i(L~ys) - sinh &i(L - yg) 
s a 
45i - 9c \ 25] 
 ^  ^ cosh dg(L -yg) + sinh 58(L - yg) 
45j3 ~ 9C \ 25j 
+ 16/V /Sc5s(sinh 5i(y - I«) - sinh 5xy cosh Q^ L 
+ cosh Qfsj sinh 5iL) + Sc5x(siiih 6a(y - L) 
s s 
•*• cosh 5iy sinh dgL - sinh 5sy cosh d^ L) + (5i - 5a) 
(sinh SxJ sinh 5^ L - sinh d^j aliih QxLjy 
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gvc'of -
(9c^  - 45i){9c^  - 45s) 
sinh 6x(L ~ JQ) - cosh 63.(L - j^ ) 
45i - 9c^  
3c5s 
45s - 9c 
~ sinh Ss(L - jg) + cosh 5s{L - yg) 
cosh 5i(L - jg) - sinh 61 (L - Jq) id Ox 
s 
Sx 
£3 8 
46i - 9c 
s 
' Qg 
46s - 9c 
- cosh 5s(I> - Js) + sinh 5s(L - jg) 
The part underlined in red holds when y> yg. The rest 
holds for O^ y^^ L, The part underlined in blue could be 
omitted because it is independent of yg and will disappear 
in (Gi •" Gg). 
The deflection (5,29) of the central surface of the 
slab under a rectangular load now has to be expressed as 
00 
. = 2: (X/o.) (cos a-yXx - cos <iyXs)/Gx 
v=l 
- Gr^  sin a^ x ~r(x,y)^ i - Gj7 , 
(5.33) 
where r (3c,y) is the operator 
00 
r= |2i 2: (i/a^ ) (cosh ayXi ~ cos ct^ Xs) sin a^ x. (5.34) 
-yssl 
Since the G-'s have paints ¥/hich are not valid over the whole 
of the slah, a "better fom for s follows; 
z for 0 ^ y ^  ya. , (Region 1) 
K =px,y)^ 3. ^ -f wr - for yi:^ y$ys , (Resion 2) (5,35) 
X .  
j(i) 
•3. 
( S ) ( o ) 
4 + Wx • 
r (  ®  )  
»s __7 Js-^  (Region 5) 
(See figiii»e 10 for definitions of regions). 
( o )  „ , ( < » ) - *  
i - Ws 17 
C5i~ 5e (%+5;s) ~(?^ --52}_/sinii (5i-6s)tyfej5^ -5a} -9c (5i- (5x+Qa/ij/fe. 
5i5jg(cosh &xij - L) + cosh 6g(y - L) 
cosh ©xJ eosJi SgL - cosh cosh S^ L 
s' 
[Z5c 
4- ScdiSsCsinh dx{y - L) - ainh QxJ cosh SgL 
2 
+ cosh Q^ j slnh 5xL) + 3c6g5x(slnh QgCy - L) 
+ cosh QxJ sihh 5®L - sinh 6ss7 cosh SxD 
@ S 4 Si & 
•*• {9c 50 - 5s + 5x5s) sinh 5x7 sinh 5eL 
S J8  ^ S S 
+ C9c ©x "" 6x ®x5s) sinh sinh 5x^  
45i - 9c 
- Jx)^x 
4-
a .3cyx/2 I cosh (L ~yx )Qi 3c I ^1 3iah (L 
+ © •Scyg/2 
(5.36) 
cosh (L - Jz)^ 3 
sinh (L - ys)6i'j 
45 2 9c 
s 
e -3cyx/2 
coah (L - yi)5g + -I- sinh (L - yx)5s^  
+ c^osh (L - y2)5a - ||^  sinh (L-ya)58^  
+ ^ cdg ^ sinh §x{y - L) - sinli 5xy cosh SgL 
•i* cosh 6gy sinh d^L J + 305x  ^sinh 5s(y - L) 
\ ^ 
cosh 5x7 sinh SgL «- sinh day oosh 5iL) 1 + (5x 
- 5a) sinh 5x7 sinh 6^ L - sinh d^ y sinh 5xL j _J7 
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2 S 
45^  - 9c 
e -5cyi/2 I9c5 
V 2 
 ^ Binh. (L - Jx)dx 
cosii (L - yi}5x ~ 5x cosh (L - 7x)^ x 
+ e -Zoju/2 / Sc5x sinh (L - ys)61, + cosh (L-ya)S '8/^ 8 
+ 63. cosh (L - ya)5i] j + ——^  
/^/ 45!-
e -Scyi/2 
 £) o "• 9 c 
(5.56) 
cont. 
£gia slnh (L - yi)5s + cosh (L - yi)5 2  ^ s 
+ 6g cosh (L - yi)6s ] -•- (I'-ys)58 
O/* ® 
cosh (L — ys8)5e •" 5a cosii (It — y8)58 
4© •3cyi/2 
S @ S 33 3  
{9c -46i)(9e - 45e) 5i - 5g ( 40x - 9c 
8 
cosh (y 
7x)&x - sinh (y - yi)5i 
25j. 45a - 9c 
(5.37) 
3G 
cosh (y - yi)62 + sinh (y - yi)5s 
(1) (J8) 
W, - Ws = 
sinh {y - yi)5i 
4 -5cyi/2 
8 8 8 8 
(46i - 9c )(5i - ds) 
4- e -5cyjB/2 
cosh (y-yi)8x 
cosh {y-ys)Si 
(5.38) 
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4. siiih ij - jz}ox 
25i ( 4 6 a  - 9c" ) ( 5 x  - sj) 
e ''ZqJX/2 cosh (y - 71)62 + sin^ ' (j - yx)S 
cosh ij - ys)Ss - S§^  sinh (y - ys)5^ v* 
+ e - So J SI/2 
(5.38) 
cont. 
This completes the solution for the general case of a 
uniform load of rectanc^ lar area bearing upon a simply sup­
ported rectangulai' slab of variable thickness. On account 
of its generality, this solution is very cuiriDer some, Special 
cases to be taken up in later sections will shovtr considerable 
simplification of these results. Before proceeding to these 
cases, it seems desirable to exhibit another method of ob­
taining the same end results for this boundary valvte problem. 
2. Fourier Series Method of Solution. 
Boundary Value Problem, The general form of the solution 
(5,35) of the deflection equation suggests another way of 
solving this equation. This method, as mentioned before, is 
similar to one used by Nadai in his treatment of certain 
types of plates with uniform thickness. The plate is divided 
Into tJ-iree regions as is sho\"m by the shading in the figure. 
'^ Nadai, A. Elastische Flatten, p. 81. J, Springer, Berlin. 
Since Wj. Is zero in. I'egiona 
1 and 3, the deflection 
equation becomes LCz) ~ 0 in 
those sections. In region 2, 
considei' a strip one unit in 
width extending from x = 0 
to X = a. Along this strip 
froEi left to right 
A 
W, I 
X, Y= 0 
T-
ft 
X ..J-> 
Fig. 10, 
® 0 *^0^ ' 0 < X < Xx , 
Wj. (x) ~ for xx< x<rxss » 
Wi(x) =s 0 for xa<x<a 
This is a ftmction with discontinuity of pi at x, and x^ . 
Such a function can be obtained by expanding Wi(x) in a 
Fourier series of sines. Let 
oo 00 
Wi z 
V-1 
vwx 
 ^sin r 
V~1 
a^  sin a^ x. 
Then 
= CSpi/vT) (cos cos = (2px/aYa) (cos o^ Xx - cos O X^B), 0. €t  ^
and AO 
Wa. = (2pxA) X (l/Ov) (cos - COS a^ XE)sin a^ x (5.39) 
v»l 
in region 2, This ftmction aatigfies all the necessary condi-
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tions for Wi and suggests the type of solution for the 
differential equation. 
00 
L{z) = (Wi/H) = (Spi/Na) Z (1/a J(cos 0^ X1 
v~l 
- cos OigrXg) sin CL x^ (5.40) 
as 
00 
z sin a^ xe"^ f^(y), (5.41) 
VZI 
where p = 3c. Such a value of z satisfies the boundary 
conditions (5.4) at x = 0 and x = a. When this value of 
z is inserted in L(z), 
CD r 4 a 
L(z) Z sin %x < - 2p 
v=l /  ^ ® 
C dy dy 
+ (p^ - 2a^ ) • + 2pa* ~ + ({% - M>a^ p^ )f  ^ (5.42) 
dy dy 
00 
<% I ^(COA O^XI - cos A X^a) sin GL X^. 
v=l 
L(2) will be satisfied if 
a 
== (2pi/Eitxaa^ ) (cos a^ Xx - cos CLyXs), (5,43) 
and if 
D(f ) = a!i . sp a!f + (p- . g d!£ + gpc4 S£ 
s s 
dy dy dy dy 
(5.44) 
^ jg g 
+ (a^  - iia^ p )f = 1. 
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The same values of z and will be admissible in re­
gions 1 and 3 if D(f^ ) ~ 0 there. 
A particular solution D{f^ ) - 1 is 
4: ® JS 
f == l/Cd^  - jta^ p ) - U (5.45) 
The solution of D(f^ ) ~ 0 is 
f = ePy/®Zaie®iy + (S.46) 
where the d's are constants and where 5^  have 
the same values, (5.20), as in the last section. Again, 
single subscript notation is used although the 5's are not 
independent of v. Another relationship between tl-is section 
and the last one is embodied in the fact that the differen­
tial equation (5,44) on f.^  is of the same form as the dif­
ferential equation (S,19a) on 0v' 
In the three regions 1, 2, and 3, f^  takes the fol 
lowing respective values; 
+ a,e-®^ y + 
 ^ + bee"®^ "' + b3e®"y + 
+ De-py/®) = epy/®f^  . 
= ePy/2(cie®iy + Ose-®^ y + 0^ 6®®^  + o^ e"®"'^ ) 
= eP7/2f„ . 
Equations(5,41) and (5,47) give the solution for z(x,y) in 
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all three regions, if the constants a^ , (1=1,2,3,4) 
are determined from the known regional boundary relations 
which are outlined in the next section. 
Solution of the Boundary Value Problerfi. On the boundary be­
tween regions which are adjoining, the deflection, slope, 
moaient, and e^ar expressions which arise in the two sections 
must be equivalent. The relation of these expressions to 
the f*3 are given below: 
M + 
dy 
- EL. 1 f. 
V ®  8 ,  
Since f and  ^are to be equated by the deflection and 
dy 
slope conditions on the boundary between two regions, the 
ccmditions due to My and Qy may be replaced by equations 
3-
of and on these boundaries. Hence, foasr equations, 
dy® dy® 
connecting the a's and b's of (5.47), arise on tbe boxxndary 
between regions 1 and 2. 
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Cax - •^ {eg -
+ (aA - = 0, 
6i(ai - + 5iCbg - as)©"*®^ ^^  + 5s(ag - bs)e®®^  ^
+ 6s(b^  - a4)e*"®®2?'i + (pU/2)e~P^ i/^  -0, 
a s s  ( 5 , 4 8 )  
sjcax «• b3.)e^ i2rx + - b8)e-®iyi + 6a{aa - b0)e^ syx 
+ SaCa^  - - (p U/4)©''P^ /^^  = 0, 
6x(ai - b2.)0®3.yx  ^dxCbjg - as)e"'®i^ i -«- 5»(aB - ba)e®a3rx 
+ 5e(b4 - afc)e"®«yi + (p%/8)e*"Pyi/^  = 0. 
Their solution follov/s; 
TT/ n _ /^O\/«^ /A _ K^ \«~yx(p/2 + 5i ) 
ax - bj 
ag 
s= 
25x {5x — 5j3) 
_ 0(S:i 
<8 S3 
+ p/2)(p /4 - 5s)®' -yx(p/2 - 5x) 
25i(5x - 5s) 
._ 0(Ss - p/2){5i - p /4)e' -yx(p/2 + 5s) 
@ a 
26g{5i - 5^ ) 
_ B(6a + p/2)(5x - p /4)e" -yi(p/2 - 5g) 
(5.49) 
25s{5x - Ss) 
A similar set of conditions and constants arises from the 
boundary between regions 2 and. 3 of the plate. 
Ci 
Co - b. 
Gs •" toj 
C4 -
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_ n(8i - p/2)(p /4 - 5s 5x) 
s s 
2S3_ ( 5^  ^ — 6<g ) 
_ D(5i + p/2)(p /4 - Sg)e"^ ® 5x) 
a s 
26i(5i - 5s) 
_ U(ea - p/2) (63. - p /4)e""^ ®^ '^^  ^ 5s) 
26g (63. — 5g) 
to 0 !!  ^p/2)(61 - p /4)e~^ ®^ /^^  5s) 
{5.SO) 
25g(5x ** 5JB) 
At each of the edges y - 0 and j « L, two more condi-
tions must be satisfied; e.g., z = & z = 0, This is equi­
valent to stating that moment and deflection are zero at 
those t¥^ o edges. In terms of f these are 
fj.(0) fs(L) = fr(0) " pfi(O) + (p /4 - {ia )fi(0) 
-IJ -! 2. 2-. (5.51) 
= fg (L) - pfs(L) 4- (p /4 - = 0' 
From (5.51) four more equations arise, giving a total of 
twelve equations in the twelve constants or parameters aj_, 
bi, CjL {i~l,2,3,4). These four equations are enumerated be­
low. 
aj. + aj5 + a@ — 0. 
(6x - p/2)^ai + (5i + p/2) a^ + (5g - p/2) 
+ (5s + p/2)'^ a4 = 0. 
5iL ^  -5iL ^  5aL ^  -5aL  ^ (5.52) c^ e * + c^ e  ^ +• CqB ® + 046 ® ~ 0. 
(5x - p/2)^ e^ ^^ Cx + {5x + p/2)e-®i^ Cs + (Sg - p/2)e^ «^  
+ (6)8 + p/2)e~®sl'c^  = 0. 
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When the twelve equations (5,49), (5,50), and (5.52) are 
solved, the values for the constants are found to be as fol­
lows; 
ai - (1/?) [ + (p® - 0'^ )(zr 
- 4- (0^  ^  f}(7r0'^  -
as ™ (l/V) j - j2f^ )('rp^  - + (0^  - p^ )(r^  ^
- p)j^  ^+ (^  ^- A®)(r/ -
(5.53) 
as = (l/V) f (e^  « /)(TP® ^  
- + (p'" ~ ®^)(r^  ^. ^)e""^ «^ j, 
a4 = (l/V) [ (A^ - p®)(TP^ - + (p^ - X')(Tp® 
-  +  ( ^ ®  -
Ci = ©a -f (©eWSx)/®"^ ^^  - » 
Ca - f (epAi^ /5x)Zey^ e - , 
(5.54) 
Ca = a® - (eAc(j/5g)/^ -yi^  - e"y«27 > 
C4 - - e-^ y«\7 , 
bx ~ ax •»• {6pA|2f/5x )e"yiP , 
hs - &si  ^(#A)ZJ'p/5j3)e"^ yi(3 , 
(5.55) 
bs == as - (©A^ §/6s)e"yi^  , 
- (e^ fp/5s)eyi'^  , 
where new values as explained below, have been introduced. 
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0S3 5i - p/2, P - 5i + p/2, 5jg - p/2, 
 ^= 5a + p/2, e = U//2(5i - , 
(fA^ /5i)Ze-J3.P - e-ys£7e®^ '^ - (§Ajzf/6i)/iyiP 
+ {^ Cp/es)Z^ ^^  - e'^ 2rs^ J7e"^ «^  ] , 
{5.56} 
¥ = 4 ^ o^^ (5i + 5a)® ~ (Si' - 5s)^  sinh^ (5x - 5s)L/2 
-J- /TG-X - §a) - 9c (6i - 5s)_7sinh (5i + 6^ )1^ /2], 
^ e[- - e"y«£7e5i^ ~ 
„ *• (A pp/5«)£e~yi>^  -
+ (0^  pAts)/e^ ''^  - eys;^ J7e~®a^  j , 
The expreaslon (5,41) for the deflection, when s-ubjected to 
(5,55), (5.54), (5.55), and (5.56) throtigh (5.4V), leads to 
thtee regional definitions of z which agree with those of 
the last section; i.e., 
z = r(3c,y)^ l°^ - W4°27 o^r 0^  yx * 
a " ^ f'o2* 7x^ J > 
(1 ) ( E ) ( « ) / O )_ 
S =1° ~ Wa • Wi - WJ3_7 • 
Hence, the t?/o solutions agree. Some comparisons of the 
two methods ?#ill be given in the final chapter on conclusions. 
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5. Speolal Gases. 
Uniform Load over the Ifhole Slab, The valoxe of z for this 
case can h© foimd from the middle equation of (5,55) by let­
ting jx -> 0, ya L, Xi 0, and a. The deflec­
tion expression takes the following form: 
z =(2p3./la)e f (5« 57 ) 
•y=l 
where 
wi''27=[3.6//r6^  - 5s)l7j^ 9/5i5s^ osh 5i(y - L) 
+ eosh Ss(y - L) - cosh S^ y cosh djaXi - cccln Dgy cosh dg>7 
s 
+ 3c5i5g£sinh 5x{j - L) - sinh 5xy cosh 6^ 1^  
a 
4- nosh 5®y Sinn SiL/ Sc5s6x/sinh 5^ (7 - L) 
2 £ 
cosh di,y sinh 5®! - sinh Q^ j cosh + /9c 5® 
4; Sf #3 S S 4 
- 5g + 5i5^  sinh S^ y sinii 5gL + /9c 5x - 5a. 
2 s ") r S S 
+5^ 6^  sinh S^ y ainh SiI»W^ /(46i - 9c JJ7/cosh L5i 
- ©-ScL/2 . (3c/26i) sinh L6i7 + ^ /(458 - 90"^ /^ 
/^ cosh L6g + (3c/26a) sinh /c KQ-i 
r \0»0cJJ 
+ - 5j)x7j{sc58/iinh 5i(y - L) 
- sinh cosh S^ L ••• cosh d^ y sinh sxi7 
-»- 3c5i/siiili Bssiy - L) cosh Sij ainh 5aL 
s s 
- sinh Sgy cosh 5gl7 + /5x « Q^ /sinh 5xy sinh 5aL 
- ainh 6,y ainh 6,17] - Sc-^JJ^Scevfe) L8. 
- (9cV2)(cosh Ldi - e-ScL/2) „ 5x(cosh L5x 
45® - 9c y//pi^ o^ st/^ ) sinh 
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+ (9c /2)(cosli IiSg ~ + 6s(cosh L5g 
» + /l6/{9c® » 45®) (9c® - 45^ 6"^ ®^ /^  
+ /4/(45i - 9c )(5x - jQx -{3c/25x) st J'\_7 
 ^, ® s a g ^  ^ 
+ /4/(45jg - 9c )(5a. - 6»27Z^  cosh ydg 
•f (3c/26g) sinh • 
(5.58) 
I 
Line Loads. The deflection due to a line load parallel to 
either edge of 13ie slab may be obtained from the deflection 
due to a rectangular load by letting one of the dimensions 
of the rectangular load approach zero. In case the line load 
is parallel to the T-axls (see fig-
Tire), the deflection can be found 
very readily by letting r^ i ~ - &x > 
Xg ~ Xj3 + ej., p.i = Ps/SSi in equa­
tion (5,35), and then taking the limit 
of the resultant expression as ej. 
p® is the load per unit length of 
line. This process leads to the fol-
loifing three equations: 
y. 
0.  ^6| 
3^ 
oo 
Z =S 
¥=1 
for 0 ^ J ^  
(5.59) 
CO 
Z = ^  Jl(aln OyXa sin 0^ 3^ ®°^ /®^ '^+ wi°'- 4°^  
V~1 
for Jx^ 7^7 g » 
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oo . . 
= ll^  ^  (sin sin wi°2 W 
v=l (5.59) 
cont. 
for <• y ^  L 
I 
— (o) fo)— ^(1)_ (2)_ 
The values for /fj. - Wg _/, /fi and /fi - _7 ®^ ® 
the same as those .given by (5.36), (5.57), and (5.38). 
If the line load is parallel to the other axis, more 
work is entailed in getting the deflection, for the values of 
the W*s are altered. In this case, let Jx - J& " ^ z* 
Js ™ y® 62» Pi — Ps/SEsj take the limit Just as 
before with approaching zero. 
One thing is to be observed; and 
this is that, "before taking liralts, 
the exponentials containing Sg 
mist be expanded in a series form 
and those terms which contain e® 
to the first power irmst be retain­
ed, as, when the W's are multi­
plied by Pi which contains an t^ ie denominator, these 
terms ?/ill become constants. After this process is carried 
out, the deflection becomes 
y^  
Yj 
y .  
~T~ 
h-t-
X 
-- -V 
(Ps/Pi) for O^ y 7s 
,  ^ n ,  , «(i) (8) (o) (o) (Ps/Pi)l - Wjg + Wx " Wq ^ for ys^ y^ L, 
(5.60) 
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where 
a _7 = Z^/(5i - ^6c/3c5a( sinh 5x (y-L) 
- sinh &xJ cosh 5gL + cosh QQJ sinh 5xL) 
%J c6i(ainh Ss(y - L) + cosh 5xy sinh 5gL 
B e 
sinh dgj cosh 53.L) (5x - 6a) (sinh 6x7 sinh SgL 
« sinh Sgj sinh " cosh (L 
s 
- ya)6j^  18c /cosh 6x(y - L) + cosh 6g(y - L) 
- eosh 5x7 cosh 5gL - cosh S^ y cosh 6x^ /^  sinh (L 
- y»)Sx- % sinh (L - 7Z)^ S7 (I'~ys)5x 2pc(52 
s 
- 8x)(sxnh Sg(y - L) + cosh 5xy sinh 6s,Ii (561) 
- sinh Qaj cosh 5xL) + <2/Cx)(9c 6 - 5x 
- 5g) sinh dxJ sinh 6gL + 18c 6x sinh 6gy sinh dxLy^ 
s ss 
4" sinh L - ys)^s/6c(58 - 5x)(sinh 5i(y - L) 
» sinh &x7 cosh 5gL + eosh S^ y sinh 5xL) (2/5e)^ 'cf/ 
+52 - 9c 5x) sinh S^ y sinh 5xL 
- 18c Sja sinh 5x7 sinh Gs^ 'J , 
- §8i7 f(S/5i) sinh (y-ys)5i 
- (2/5a) sinh (y - ya)5a ^  . (5,62) 
Point Load. The deflect ion dxio to a point load p at 
(^ s*ys) laay ae obtained by coinblnlng the two lino load cases 
just mentioned. For this case, z has the following values: 
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oo 
 ^" is y  wi ]j 
v==l 
for O^ j , 
(5.63 ) 
oo 
^ ~ Is Z (sin Ct^ Xa sin wi®^+ wi°^- wi°^ 
v«l 
for J. 
Tlae W's are defined by (5.61) and (5.62), 
Caaa n ~ 1. In case the {x which is part of the coefficient 
of £-=. term in the deflectlo?a equation (5.2) be set equal to 
8x® 
one, this equation •becomes 
for the slab with variable thickness. Of course jj. Is Pois~ 
son's ratio, and could not beecffiie unity for any ordinary elas­
tic substance. However, a study of the differential equation 
with {i = 1 is a profitable moans of studying the solution of 
(5.2), and also is a help in reducing the results of the last 
few sections to the cage of the uniformly thick slab (c - 0), 
In actuality, this case was worked out separately, and then the 
resultant deflection was shovm to check with that obtained by 
letting - 1 in equation (5,35). The general form of z 
Li(z) « A(Az) + 6c (5.64) 
This is the deflection equation suggested by J, Prescott 
"Prescott, J. Applied elasticity, p. 395. Longmans, Green 
• and Co., London, 1924. 
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is nearlj the same as before; i.e.. 
z ^  for 0 ^ y 4 y^ . 
z " e 3cy/2p (x,y)/wi^^+ for y^^ y <" yc » (5.65) 
g-3cy/2 p wi°i7 for y^^ y^L j 
but the W's are much, less complex. 
Wx - Wg _J7-
I V 
3ey 
3ca^(9c - 4a^ ) sinli 
2^ -^ 5CL  ^
sinh %I« I 
sinh a.gy 
s a 
9c(% cosh a^ (L - yi) 
, £» 8 
'9c + 2a^  
us m
(9c "• Cl'y ) 
. e-3cyg 0ogii a^ (L - y^ ) 
g-Scyx gijijj a^(L - yi) - slnh ay(L-
cosh %(L - jx )-cosh o^(L - y^) 2 slnh a-y(y - L) 
sinh a^ L 
(5.66) 
d'tT slnh Gc^ y -t- 2 cosh Oyj 
cosii o^ iL - ys) 
cosh aY(L - yx) 
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(^l) (o) (o)_ ® 
/Wi + Wi - Ws /l/3ca^ {9e - 4 ) sinh(i^  ^
Q.SCJ sinh <iyy/sinh a^ /^cosh ci^ Jx 
 ^ B SS 
~ cosh ©vJ^  + /e"'''®yi/(9c - J7/sixih c%(y-L) 
9e^  sinh o^ y-j. + 2% sinh a^ jx Dca^  cosh avJi) 
-f- ^-5®y»/(9e - % J7i{sinh %y (9c sinh avCL-yg) 
4* 2st^ sinh a^(L - js) - 9cav cosh a^(L - y=))-7 (5.67) 
- /2/sirih %l7/siiih <i^ (y ~ L) (' cosh a^ (L - jx) 
" cosh OL (^L - - 9c j7 
« S S «» /— 
+ ^ /5c% (9c - 4c% ) sinh Or^ y/p cosh a^ -jx 
( 3c sinh c%{y - L) + 20^  cosh a^ (y - L 
+ cosh a^ (I.-ys) 3c sinh a^ j 2a^  cosh <%y^ _7. 
« ^ /Sca^ (9c® - 4a^ ®){9c'' . 
4- sinh Ov^ y - Ji) 
. g-Scys sinla a«(y - Jz)7 - 9ca-^/e^®®^^cosh a^(y 
 ^ -) St z (5» 6 8) 
- Ja.) - cosh %(y - JsiJj Z^ y^ co^  (9c 
- 4<v''i7 [ 3=Z?06h a^ (y - yi) - cosh av{y - ysjj 
4- 2<%^ ihh a^ (y - yx) - sinh chrCy - yai73 • 
In the case of a line load froBi jx to yg at x -
equations (6.59) become 
oO 
z « {2pa/Na)X sin 0^ X3 sin a-^ x. 
"r=sl 
from 0 < y < yx , 
00 (5.69) 
z = (2pg/la) 5] sin o^ Xg sin a^ x Wg 
v"l 
from JX^7^JB » 
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/t>T \ "V J 4 3cy/2 /=( ^ (2pa/la) 2_ sin a-^ xe - Wg 
v«l 
+  y - L  ,  
where the W expressions are defined in (5.66), (5,67), and 
(6.68). 
When the line load runs from . Xx to x® at j - Ja, 
equations (5.60) become 
2 =" (Ps/PxNa) r(x,y)^ i for , 
(5.70) 
z =« (Ps/PxHa) f(x,y)^ i^ -^ wi^ +^ 
for Js < J ^  L , 
where 
W»°jl7 = r^ —OyL/ 
3c%(9c « 4a^  ) slrih ci^ L C 
[P sinh %y sinh ct^ js + sinh ay(L 
- y) slnb o^ d, - y^ J? ^  "Y? 8 S 
9c - Ct, 
^ s i n h  a ^ ( I i  -  j ® )  +  3 e  c o s h  c % ( I J - ya)) 
s a / 
• (9C 4- 2Cv )(% cosh %{Ii - y®) ••• 5c sinh 
- 5')] ~ 2©"^ ^^  sirih a^ (L - 7a)j/3e sinh o^ y 
••• £a^  cosh » 
gcOv 
(6.71) 
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/^3ca,(9o° - 4 av°)(9c=^  -
r js SB j (9c + SOy )/a^  cosh c%(y - Js )+3c sinh (y 
-ysj/- 9cav/av sinh a^ (y - yg) + 5 cosh av(y (5.72) 
- yslZj + /S/5c(%(9c® - 4av 3^c sinh a.^ (y 
- ya) + SOy cosh (%(y - Js) j • 
Equations {5.63) fo2* the point load become 
2 ~ (p/Ma) sin (LyXg sin Wg ^  
v=l 
for 0 ^  y ^  ya , 
CO (5.73) 
z - (P/1e) sin O X^s sin  ^
v=l 
tor L . 
The W expressions for (5.73), are given by (5.71) and (5.72). 
Comparison with the Deflection of a Slab of Uniform Thickness. 
As a check upon the accuracy of the results of the preceeding 
sections, it is worth while to let the thickness become con­
stant and compare the thus de-o'eloped expressions with the well 
known expressions for the deflection of a slab of uniform 
thickness. The deflection equation for a slab of uniform 
thickness is 
A(hz) = Wj./N (5.74) 
Since this is Independent of |i,, except as p. arises in N, 
it is obvious that, by letting {x ~ 1, one could use the 
simpler results derived from (5.35), Just as well as (5.35) 
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itself, as the basis for the suggested comparison. As was the 
ease in chapter four, all exponentials must be put in seriea 
expansion form before the thickness can be made constant by 
letting tg ~ ti or c --=»• 0. Only a few terms of each expan­
sion need be considered, as the rest will be vacuous when 
c 0. One other thing to be observed is that the H of 
the variable thickness case becomes the N of the constant 
thickness case. In the light of these observations, equations, 
(5,71) and (5.72) for the point load become 
s (jg » L) sinh ttyy cosh av(L » yg) 
ay sinh (lyL 
+ sinh a^ (L - cosh^ ay L^ sinh a^ j (5.75) 
i ay ainli «%L 
y cosh ttyy  ^ sinli ayy 
s s 
ainh OyL tXy sinli OyL 
The deflection (5.73) becomes 
^ (o) (o) 
z =s (p/Ka) ^  sin sin - Wg _J7 
v=l 
from 0 ^ y ^ y^  , 
. -.C^) (®) (o) (o)-» 
s « (P/Ma) Z sin a^ xs sin OyX^ x - + Wi - Wg _y 
v==l 
for JQ<7$ L , 
= (y - «v<y - ya) 
ay® 
(5.76) 
- sinh ay(y »» j^ ) 
Ov® 
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where the W»s are defined by (5.75) and (5,76). This 
agrees exactly with the value obtained by H, Schmidt. 
In the case of a unifom load covering the whole slab 
z  ^sin OyX ^ 2 sinh a^ j |^ y 
— if ~ 9  ^ ~ f • -  - -
+ I-'l ayL>  ^2, / 
sinh a„L cuy I sinh GUtL I -
px \r 
H0. Z -
v~l,3,5,7... 
+ cosh %y 
Xi^ y  
2y(l - cosh %L)  ^
sinh CLyL a. 
Although different in form, this last expression is equivalent 
to those given by Schsiidt and Hadai for plates under a uni­
form load. The same jrocess can be shoim to check the various 
other results of this paper. 
'^ Schmidt, H, Eiegung der frei arufliegender Rechteckplatte lait 
statischer, rechteciclg berandeter Lastverteilung. Zeit. f. 
Phys,., 68 J 425-432. 1951. 
ladai, A. Elastische Flatten, p. 123, J, Springer, Berlin. 
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VI. CONCLUSIOH. 
1, The partial differential deflection equation for a 
slab having a variable thickness and a cylindrical central 
siirface of large radius is ?/orked out In terms of tSiickness 
and curvature. 
2, A thickness function, exponential in form, is found to 
simplify the solution of the deflection equation and produce a 
slab which approximates the modern paving slab. This function 
is used, to define all the slabs considered in the remainder of 
th© paper. 
3. The deflections, strains, and stresses for a uniformly 
loaded, infinitely long, curved slab {width L) are developed 
for tT?o cases: 
a. Ed.ges simply supported 
b. Edge s c 1 amped.. 
4, The deflections, etc.. Indicated in 3 are shown to be 
similar to the deflections, etc., of a uniformly loaded beam 
(unit width) whose cross-sectional variation is defined by the 
thickness function mentioned in 2. 
5. The curvattire of the simply supported slab of 3 is 
shown to have such a small effect upon the deflectioriS, etc., 
that this curvature is neglected in studying the simply support­
ed, rectangular slab of 6. 
6. Tlie deflection expressions for a simply supported, rec­
tangular slab (length a, width L) under rectangular, line, 
and point loads are vrorked out by two methods: 
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a. Integral method 
b* Ponrier series method. 
Kie results obtained by these two methods are In complete agree­
ment. fhe deflections ar© developed in the form of an infinite 
series of trigonometrie and hyperbolic terms. 
7. Special cases of these expressions for the deflection 
are modified by letting the thickness of the slab become con­
stant, and the resultant expressions are shown to be in agree­
ment with the known deflection expressions for plates of uni­
form thiclmess. 
